STEM opportunities available now at the National Security Agency

Inside our walls, you’ll find the most extraordinary people doing the most extraordinary work to help defend the nation and protect critical national security systems.

Finite field theory, quantum computing, RF engineering, discrete mathematics – all of these specialties and more, rolled up into an organization that leads the world in foreign signals intelligence and information assurance.

Would you join us?

NSA has openings for the following positions. Please use a desktop computer to activate the links or search by Job ID and apply online.

**Software Engineer** – Job ID 1062773 – Analyze and discover methods of exploiting communications protocols using the latest computer technology.

**Information Assurance/Security Professionals** – Job ID 1063184 – Develop cutting-edge security solutions for the detection and mitigation of vulnerabilities. Hiring multiple positions, including systems engineers, systems designers and software engineers.

**Digital Network Exploitation Analyst** – Job ID 1063996 – Identify network communications within the global network. Conduct analysis of metadata, network usage, administration, penetration and vulnerabilities.

**Computer Network Operator** – Job ID 1062972 – Gather data from foreign adversary information systems and networks, and use applications for network navigation, tactical forensic analysis and foreign intelligence collection.

It’s extraordinary work for an extraordinary cause: the safety and security of the United States of America.
Learn more about NSA career opportunities at [www.IntelligenceCareers.gov/NSA](http://www.IntelligenceCareers.gov/NSA), our new, official careers site.